Report on One-day Orientation
on “Water Budgeting and
Water Security”
Date :17/07/18
Venue: Conference hall – CSPC, Ahmedabad
Resource persons: 1. Mr. RN Shukla (Rtd.Sr. Geo-hydrologist GWSSB)
2. Mr. Balkishen Pandit (Geologist and State Nodal
Officer WBWS – GWSSB)

Objective of the workshop: To introduce the concept of “Water Budgeting” to the
participants and develop an understanding of the process involved

Participants List (33): Kamlesh Solanki, Palak Gosai, Meghal Soni, Kamalendu Bhakat,
Amitanshu Chowdhary, Inayat Khan, Ketan Hingu, Vikram Aulawat, Ramesh Hadiyu, Pravin
Chavdu, Vimal, Yogesh Dotiya, Kuldeep Singh, Sudhir, manoj, Dodijee, Arshi nandaniya,
Mahesh Boricha, Mansingh Kher, Bharat Parmar, Ramesh Vasiya, Lakshman Dodiya,
Kalusingh, Shailesh Rumani, D.N. Zala, P.K. Mori, Uttam Vasoya, Bharati Abir, Uday
Gaekwad, Keshubhai, Bhupendra Jani, C M Gohil, Puja Paramhansa

Session 1: Present water scenario and challenges
a. Water resource management (WRM) is the activity of planning, development,
supply and management of the resources under defined policies and regulations.
b. WRM is necessary in case of both high and low rainfall.
c. Groundwater is the common pool resource. Due to this, it is “owned by all and none”.
Everyone wants to use the ground water as per their convenience but, when it comes to
preserve the same, no one is ready to take the ownership.
d. Current issues faced –
I.
90% of surface water is contaminated
II.
Unfit aquifers
III.
No effective legislation
IV.
Drinking water problems has risen to international level with agencies like
Unicef, WHO, etc, getting involved.
V.
Negligence by media, political power and self
VI.
Shallow wells to distant pipelines
VII.
Non- scientific recharge practices due to lack of geological knowledge ad
aquifer receptivity.
VIII.
Lack of cohesiveness among Government depts.
IX.
No defined role of people, Govt., politicians, NGOs, CBOs and institutions
X.
No effective audit procedure
e. Challenges today (qualitative) –
I.
Human activity in catchment areas such as open defecation
II.
Industrial pollution
III.
Pollution due to myth
IV.
False agricultural practices such as more fertilizer will lead to more
productivity. This has led to rise in nitrate level in water.
V.
Flood irrigation practice which leads to water wastage
VI.
Unprotected aquifers getting contaminated
VII.
Improper town planning leading to water logging
VIII.
Contamination due to geological formation
IX.
Salinity ingression
f. Challenges today (quantitative) –
I.
Land ownership vs. water rights - -with no clear demarcation, people use as
much as water as they can from their owned land
II.
Over exploitation of resources
III.
Forest policy

IV.
Lack of awareness about resources
V.
Unaccounted water lost in leakage (In India, it is 40-45% of total water utilized)
VI.
Rainfall intensity and duration
VII.
Agricultural practices
VIII.
Subsidies
g. Recommendations –
I.
Basic knowledge of the source – geological and hydrological nature
II.
IEC and capacity building at village level
III.
Community participation
IV.
Coordination among Stakeholders
V.
Need of effective legislation (land vs Water Rights)
VI.
Self-regulation for self-reliance
VII.
Preventive measures / corrective measures – working on usage and recharge
methods
VIII.
Scientific approach (Rainfall, Slope, Land cover, Soil, and Formation)
IX.
Change in Social behavior
X.
Pricing of resource (no pricing, no management)
The above recommendations are extremely important to implement as currently out of the
total rainfall received, more than 25% is being unutilized.
h. Geological and Geo hydrological conditions –
I.
Principal Geological formations –
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Geological areas and potential recharge activity

Session 2: Participatory WRM through Water budgeting
a. Whenever, we initiate the process of water budgeting with the community, the first
question we need to ask is, from where do they get water? They might point out to the
local available sources of surface and ground water. They, slowly, we need to explain
them the concept of water cycle and how rainfall is the only source of water.

b. Surface water vs Ground water
S.No.
1
2

Ground water
Surface water
Not visible on the surface
Visible on surface
Has to be pumped mechanically
Does not have to be pumped
or personally

c. Water management –The formula of water management is HW4.
HWWWW-

How?
Why?
Who?
When?
Where?

d. Water supply scenario –

I.

If we analyse the picture, we will understand that due to rising need of water,
we used different methods to supply ground and surface water to fulfil the
demand. This led to water level depletions and over exploitation of water
sources. If we don’t do WRM and smartly use the available resources, it will
lead to deterioration of water quality, drying up of resources and inequity in
supply. This will result in more complicated issues in future.

II.

Rain water is the main component of WRM as it is the only source of water on
earth.
III.
We need to focus on 2 things – wastage and leakages; Wastage is associated
with human behaviour. And leakages are systemic depending on pumping
system, delivery system, piping structures, etc.
e. Iso hytes and hydro – geological aspects of Gujarat –

f. Constraints in developing ground water sources

g. Solution to issues related to water- Water security–
I.
Making drought proof or water harvesting structures without understanding the
geography of the area will yield to no result. In India, 70-80% of water
requirement is fulfilled by ground water. Hence, the effective solution is
planning at micro level through water budgeting which will lead to water
security.
II.
The main objective of water budgeting exercise is to encourage the community
to prepare their localized water budget for attaining water security.
III.
A defined role and responsibility has to be assigned to institutions with clear
guidance for capacity building at grass root level.
IV.
Water reserves have to be planned on long term basis by ensuring sustainability
through recharge
V.
Ensuring supply from surface sources at the time of water shortages.
h. Water management scenario –
Normal Practice

Approach needed

Control

Free Access to water use

Legislation – In India, Government controls all the
policies and regulations. And, Indian citizens have
no ownership it due to their zero involvement.
While, in west, self-regulations have been
converted to laws leading to law abiding
citizenship.

Institution Building and self-regulation – As
a social mobilizer, we need to make
community understand the importance of
community institutions and self-regulation

Advising (dictating) – Model expires once, the Provide Knowledge and skills – capacity
authority withdraws
building for self-sustenance
Design projects for supply & recharge

Manage water use & increase water
productivity

Top
down
approach
– Bottom up approach (respond to stake
(administrative/Bureaucratic) -No access to local holders thought process) – important to gain
community need and requirement
local information
Make easy choice (facilitate more supply)

Change perceptions on water use

Focus on supply side

Focus on demand side

i. Need of Water budgeting –
I.
Water budget is the first step to plan for improved availability of potable water,
ensure sustainable agriculture, safeguard the environment and assure overall
water security.
II.
When linked to village level planning process it will ensure local drinking Water
Security a reality.
III.
Provide knowledge on the total groundwater availability and promote the
concept of volunteerism in
reducing overall groundwater pumping, for
ensuring sustainability of drinking water supply.

IV.

WB will improve drinking water management by pinpointing areas of concern
that needs close examination and rectification by community.
j. Water budgeting process –
I.
Water budgeting reflects a balance between the inputs and outputs of water to
and from the plant root zone. The method is similar to balancing a checkbook.
II.
Water budgeting inputs include precipitation, irrigation, dew and capillary rise
from ground water. The outputs include evapotranspiration, runoff, and deep
percolation.
III.
Evapotranspiration (ET) is the term used to describe the loss of water to the
atmosphere by the combined processes of evaporation (from soil and plant
surfaces) and transpiration (from plant tissues).
IV.
For it to happen we must have, water present at the surface-atmosphere
interface, some form of energy, which is usually provided by the sun, to convert
the liquid water into a water vapor and mechanism to transport the water vapor
away from the evaporating surface.
V.
Runoff and deep percolation can be estimated based on local factors such as soil
properties and slope.
VI.
Dew formation and capillary rise of ground water can also be estimated.
Fortunately, these values are relatively small and can be ignored for most
practical purposes.
VII.
Water balance – Water balance serves as an effective tool to assess the current
status of water resource availability of an area and thereby helps to develop
vision and strategy for water management decision making at stakeholder level.
A general water balance equation is:

This equation required the system to be closed and where it isn’t this must be taken into
account. This can be simply put as an assumption that water entering an area has to
leave the area or be stored in it.
For practical purposes water is divided into 2 parts:
1. Green water that is retained as soil moisture and evaporates in to the
atmosphere.
2. Blue water that is available for use in various sectors like irrigation in
the form of surface or ground water.
VIII.
We should keep in mind that the selection area should not be an individual
village but an area or a watershed.
IX.
We need to maintain continuous engagement with the community throughout
the process. Government data should be verified with community as it can be
misleading.
X.
Equal gender participation should be maintained to make the process easier.

XI.

Also, one-time exercise is not enough and we may have to revisit as with change
in rainfall pattern and type, water reservation practices should also be modified.

Session 3: Objectives and process of water budgeting
a. Objectives of water budgeting –
I.
Planning for drinking water to develop sustainable plan to achieve water
security
II.
Behavioural change among the community
III.
To make community understand importance of available water
IV.
To understand ground water status
V.
To make water supply = water demand
VI.
Planning for water security and balancing
VII.
IEC and BCC framework preparation
VIII.
Training and capacity building to prepare “swayamsevaks”
IX.
Promote CBOs and institutional arrangements like water budgeting committee
with rules and regulations
X.
Make such institutions sustainable
b. Area selection for the process – one needs to keep following points in their mind for
area selection for water budgeting processI.
Potential of drinking water
II.
It should be over exploited area where water level has gone very low.
III.
Area depends on alternate sources of water to meet its demand
IV.
Issue of water availability
V.
Reduced vegetation
VI.
The area has water salinity or other such qualitative issues
VII.
Issue of adequate drinking water
VIII.
Health of people residing in that area is being adversely affected
IX.
The wastage of drinking and irrigation water is very high in that area.
X.
Falls in watershed area
XI.
Community has positive attitude and is willing to help
c. Process of water budgeting S.No

Activities

1

Establishing office set up at block level

2

Finalisation Team and their deployment

3

Preparation of program related to training and IEC materials

4

Training of team

5

Block Level Orientation Workshop

6

Baseline data Collection based on hydrological unit

7

Precatory meeting with village Leaders

8

Gram Sabha in each village

9

Exposure visit for water budgeting and water security

10

Formation of water budgeting committee

11

Three days exercise on water budgeting and calculations of water balance

12

Preparation of water security plan based on water budgeting exercise

Session 4: Experience of water budgeting at Kheralu taluka, Mehsana
district, Gujarat
a. A pilot study was taken up in Kheralu taluka, Mehsana by Gujarat Government to
propagate the importance and effectiveness of water budgeting exercise. The block
consists of 52 villages which was divided into 11 clusters based on mini watershed.
b. Plan of action of the pilot was as following:
I.
Proper installation of Rain gauges- as per IMD norms
II.
Installation of water meters- initially at the main inlet and main distributor line–
a step towards household level water-metering & aim 24X7 supply.
III.
Use of GPS units- to map & update the record of all sources
IV.
Procurement of water level recorders- to map water level fluctuations
V.
Meeting with Local Leaders, Teachers/Students
VI.
Exposure Visits
VII.
Meeting regarding women participation
VIII.
Incorporating more women- water budgeting committees are to be expanded by
incorporating more women
IX.
Cluster level committee- For interaction among the cluster members to discuss
their experiences/ problems/ benefits of implemented activities in the pilot.
X.
Taluka level committee represented by at least one member from each cluster is
to be framed for broader perspective and decision making for further course of
action at taluka level.
c. Initially, village level meetings and street plays were conducted to mobilize the
community.
d. Then, community sensitization training cum workshop was done on water
budgeting. The objective of the workshop was to sensitize the participants on water
quality, wastage, aquifer management, water budgeting and demand side management.
The outcome of the workshop was as follows: I.
Volunteers realized that steps are required to reverse the trend of over
exploitation, as their social responsibility.
II.
The group of volunteers were keen to take immediate steps to curb the water
wastages within the drinking water supply system.
III.
They held meetings immediately after the workshop and decided their future
planning to curb wastage at agricultural level

IV.

They expressed their desire to know more about crop water budgeting and
modern irrigation practices.
V.
The group also resolved to create water security through water budgeting.
e. Activities taken up by Government –
I.
Well recharge
II.
Inter linking of ponds
III.
Plantation
IV.
Cleanliness drive
V.
Sanitation workshops
VI.
Liquor prohibition and need for education workshops
VII.
Propagation of water saving irrigation practices
f. Impact of pilot activities –
I.
About 40 Villages Installed 100 % taps on their connections,
II.
Open Defecation has reduced at large scale in the whole block,8 villages have
completely become ODF villages,
III.
Reduction in Pumping hours in agriculture and drinking water supply,
IV.
Considerable improvement in Water Levels
V.
Community regularly records rainfall at 11 stations and started measuring
water levels (3 observation wells in each village)
VI.
Change in cropping patterns and villagers are now sowing low water consuming
cash crops like water melon, Potatoes, groundnut etc.
VII.
Capacity building of community for getting their development works done from
various agencies/ Departments- (Banks/Schools/ Roads/Health etc.).
VIII.
Under convergence ponds are being filled with Narmada & Dharoi water.
IX.
50 Cusec Narmada water is being transported to Chimnabahi Sarovar (750
Hectare pond in Kheralu Taluka)
X.
At least one pond has been modified / deepened in each village under
convergence

Assignment assigned to the participants:
The CSPC field team have to select clusters of 15 villages for water budgeting exercise and
share the same with certain demographical information. The information to be shared should
include population, cattle population, distance from nearest block and distance from nearest
district. The details have to be shared by Friday to initiate further process.

